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Abstract—Automatic analysis of high level social interactions
between multiple animals in lab environment is of important
scientific interest in neurological studies including behavioral
effects of pharmaceutical treatments. A robust animal tracking
system is therefore an important tool in these studies to make
behavior analysis easier to scientists. In this paper, we propose
a tracking algorithm which is based on fast morphological
operations to segment mice occlusions. Verification and correction
of tracking in cases of occlusions is done using SIFT Flow
analysis. Like in any other multiple target tracking system,
identity preservation and minimization of identity swaps is the
main goal. We performed experiments with multiple videos and
thanks to the SIFT flow we were able to achieve fewer identity
swaps than a state-of-the-art system.

I. INTRODUCTION

The relation between genes and behavior is of important
scientific interest. Mice exhibit a great number of social inter-
actions and their low cost allows biologists to create various
animal models characterized by specific neurological diseases.
Thus, genetically modified mice are widely used nowadays,
becoming a unique tool for understanding the links between
genes and behavior. Some complex social behaviors span for
extended periods and manual investigation of these specific
behavioral parameters remains an experimental bottleneck.

Indeed, monitoring and manually scoring video recordings
of usually short experiments (5-10 minutes) is very time
consuming. Moreover, in order to make statistical analysis
more robust and to better understand certain phenomena,
long lasting experiments are required, which are, however,
infeasible when multiple interacting animals are involved
in an experiment. Hence, there is an increasing interest in
the development of automated systems for rodents’ behavior
analysis from videos.

Tracking algorithms are the primary tool for monitoring the
behavior in mice. Mice tracking is a uniquely difficult task in
computer vision due to the fact that mice are mostly identical
and highly deformable objects with erratic motions. In addition
to this, an important factor in behavioral studies is the social
interaction between individuals making the tracking even more
complicated since multiple mice have to be detected along

a video recording and occlusions between them are highly
possible.

Various systems have been proposed in literature in order
to make the monitoring of mice easier to scientists. Most of
them are based on 2D data coming from a top view camera
and a tracking algorithm, which usually relies on Markov
random fields or Bayesian approaches. For example, Branson
et al. [10] proposed a multiple deformable object tracker based
on particle filtering, combining a multiple blob tracker and a
contour tracker. In another, relatively older work, Kervrann
et al. [11] used a hierarchical Markov modeling approach to
track deformable shapes. Off the shelf software products, such
as EthoVision [12], are also helpful to behavioral scientists.
The limitation of such software products is that animals must
have different fur color. Hence, when animals are identical, the
only possible way to distinguish their identity is to use color
labeling on the animals, which might affect their behavior. An
example of a label-less tracker, was proposed by Giandcardo
et al. [9]. In this work, a hybrid approach was presented, where
expectation maximization was used to extend watershed into
multiple frames and tracking was based on a distance metric.
This approach appears to be robust in short partial occlusions,
but it is error-prone in longer or more complicated occlusions.

In this paper we propose a novel tracking algorithm based
on a pipeline including Kalman filter to cope with noise
and SIFT flow analysis [2] to manage mice occlusions and
extrapolate their trajectory. In our work, we are not using any
kind of labeling, like coloring the mice or implanted RFID
chips that would make mice-tracking easier, to prevent any
unwanted effect on their behavior. Moreover, we use thermal
camera to leave the mice in the dark, which is the condition
during which mice produce increased activity.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The de-
scription of the employed method is given in Section II.
Experimental results are given in Section III, followed by
conclusion remarks in Section IV.

II. METHODS

The proposed algorithm consists of five main units. Back-
ground subtraction for the identification of the possible mice



blobs, tracking based on Kalman filter, segmentation of mice
occlusions and identity preservation. Finally, mice position
coordinates (including head, tail and the centroid of the body)
are returned for every frame to be used for behavior analysis.

A. Background Subtraction & Blob Detection

Initial step in tracking applications is the separation of the
object of interest from the background pixels. In our case,
background includes the arena, bedding, possible eliminated
excretory products and thermal reflections of the mice on
the arena panels. Since the temperature of the mice differs
significantly from the one of the arena and all other confounds,
background subtraction based on thresholding is performed.
To find the best threshold, some sample frames randomly
distributed over the video are selected. Starting from the
lowest temperature, threshold is gradually increased until the
temperature that is high enough to correctly separate the mice
from the arena is reached. Since the number of expected mice
is already known, by performing blob analysis on the frame
a thresholding temperature that is high enough to avoid any
noise or reflections while it still preserves pixels of mice
bodies well is found.This threshold is then fixed for all the
frames of the experiment. After thresholding, pixels intensity
is normalized in [0, 1] for a higher dynamic range:

Pi,j =

{
Pi,j−τ

max(Pi,j)−τ if Pi,j > τ

0 otherwise
(1)

where τ is the computed threshold value.
Separation of blobs when there are no occlusions is easy.

Morphological operations, like image opening and image
closing with different structure element sizes, are performed
to obtain smoother and better shaped blobs. In particular, 3×3
and 15 × 15 pixel rectangular elements are used for opening
and closing operations, respectively. In order to make sure that
the blobs do not contain any hole, image filling method [7] is
used.

B. Kalman-based Tracking

The assumption that the trajectory of a moving object is
constrained in a known mathematical model can facilitate
its tracking. Kalman filter [14] is a smooth, dynamic model
widely used in such applications. In our case, in order to
have a smoother path and a good estimation of trajectories,
mice are assumed to be moving with constant acceleration.
The trajectory of each mouse is predicted by a Kalman filter
with constant acceleration method using the previous mouse
locations.

As a next step, the predicted positions of each mouse are
used to compute a cost matrix on the basis of the distance be-
tween the projected position of each mouse and each detected
blob.

∀m ∈M, ∀d ∈ D cost(m, d) =
√
||d−m||2 (2)

Where M is the set of all mice (tracks) and D is the set
of the detections in current frame. Cost is a matrix holding

the euclidean distance of all detections to all tracks. Munkres
assignment algorithm [8] is then used to assign the new
detections to the tracks and the Kalman filter is corrected
according to the detection. Finally, Kalman parameters are fine
tuned to fit to the mice normal movements, which are usually
observed in the experiment.

In the proposed tracking algorithm, mice identities in case of
occlusion do not rely on the assignment provided by Kalman,
but correct tracking of mice identities is verified by SIFT flow,
as will be discussed in the next section.

C. Occlusion Segmentation

Accurate mice position and their body description is vital
for behavior analysis. When mice are moving individually in
the arena, detection is flawless and enough blobs exist, each
representing a mouse body. When the mice are in contact
instead, thresholding based background subtraction cannot
separate them properly and a large occluded blob is returned.
In such a case, segmentation methods are helpful to separate
the occluded mice bodies, such that Kalman filter can be
updated accordingly.

The proposed segmentation method is based on mathemat-
ical morphology on grayscale images. The occluded image
is first eroded such that mice blobs are shrank. Remaining
pixels are used as the mask for morphological grayscale
image reconstruction, which returns the union of connected
components of the original image [1]. Next, the reconstructed
image and its dilation are complemented to be used for
another operation of image reconstruction. This reconstruction
prevents a lot of noise in the segmentation results. Finally, the
blobs are extracted from the obtained image. In this way, the
occluded blob is segmented and newly generated detections
can be used by Kalman filter.

D. Identity Preservation

The most important part of multiple-animal tracking is pre-
serving their correct identity throughout the whole experiment.
The segmentation method presented in the previous section
can handle occlusions in almost all cases but the distance
based assignment of the tracks to detections is error-prone to
mice swap and is highly probable that the mice identities are
lost. Tracks can easily swap if detections are allocated based
on euclidean distance alone when mice are too close. In the
proposed pipeline, when an occlusion is detected, an identity
preservation module starts storing sequence of the frames until
the occlusion is over. Using this occlusion subsequence frames,
correct allocation of mouse identities is verified ensuring that
there will be no identity swap due to poorly segmented frames.
Identity preservation is performed according to the following
steps:

1) Occlusion Bounding Box: A bounding box is defined
such that it holds the occluded part completely for all of the
subsequence frames. The resulting bounding box is simply
the smallest holding box that contains the union of all the
bounding boxes detected for every frame in the occluded part.
For better results with SIFT analysis, the resulting bounding
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Fig. 1. Snapshots demonstrating the steps of segmentation. From left to
right, top to bottom: 1. Original Image 2. Eroded image 3. Reconstruction
of the image using the eroded image as mask 4. Image complement of the
dilation of the original image 5. Image complement of previous reconstruction
6. Complement of the image obtained after image reconstruction using the
complements of dilation and first reconstruction 7. Obtained blobs

box is enlarged by 15 pixels on each side to have safe margins
around the occlusions.

2) SIFT Flow Analysis: SIFT flow is inspired from optical
flow algorithm that produces pixel to pixel dense correspon-
dences between two images by matching the SIFT descriptors
extracted from each pixel by the “coarse to fine” algorithm
[2].

Using all frames of the occlusion subsequence and calcu-
lating sift flow for each two of them would be too expensive
computationally. We observed, on the contrary, that first and
middle frames were the most informative frames of every
occlusion subsequence. The two frames are, therefore, cropped
using the occlusion bounding box calculated as described
above. The SIFT descriptor is computed on the occlusion in
these two frames and is passed to the “coarse to fine” algorithm
for the SIFT flow analysis to obtain the flow matrix SF. To
analyze the occlusion we compute the flow for each mouse
m identified in the last frame before the occlusion begin as
follows:

∀m ∈Mice, ∀i, j Dm
i,j =

{
1 if pixels i, j ∈Micem

0 otherwise
(3)

∀m ∈Mice, V xm = |SFx ◦Dm| V ym = |SFy ◦Dm| (4)

where V is the vector of average flow for each mouse. Then,
projection of the position of centroids is computed according
to:

∀m ∈Mice : Pm = Centroidm + κ× Vm (5)

A coefficient κ is defined to increase the impact of flow
vector as it normally has small values. In our experiments we
empirically set κ to 15 for the best results.

3) Verification of centroids: After updating the centroid
positions and obtaining projections, a deviation matrix, which
is the cost matrix based on euclidean distance defined by
equation 2, is computed between the projected centroids and
tracked centroid positions. This matrix is used as the allocation
cost matrix for Munkres assignment algorithm, which allocates
each mouse centroid to its closest projected centroid. If any
swap is detected the mice representations are swapped to
correct the error. After the correction, stored subsequence is
released.

Fig. 2. Some of the occlusions and their corresponding detected flow. The
left and middle column are the frames used in sift flow analysis. The third
column is the color demonstration of the computed flow vectors.

Some examples of occlusions are demonstrated in Fig 2
where We used color coding introduced in [13] which is



originally used in [2] to show obtained flow vectors. When
both mice are moving in the same direction (as in the fifth
example from top in Fig. 2) the flow for both of them is
towards the same direction as well. Although two mice receive
SIFT flow vectors not different much in terms of direction and
magnitude and their centroids are projected by almost equal
vectors, their relative distance is preserved so that it would not
lead to any problem.

III. EXPERIMENTS & RESULTS

To evaluate the performance of the proposed tracker, we
used six different video recordings (each lasting about one
hour) with two mice interacting in an arena. The tracking
results of the tracker proposed in [3] manually corrected by
behavioral scientists, were used as ground truth to evaluate the
performance of our tracker.

A. Experimental Setup

Experiments were carried out in an 50cm × 50cm open
arena with a thermal camera mounted about 1.5m above it.
Mice were free to move and interact in the arena while their
interactions were recorded with a FLIR A315 thermal camera
having a resolution of 320× 240 at the rate of 30 frames per
second. The recordings were carried out in almost complete
darkness since this is less stressful for the animals and they
are in their most active phase. Animals were recorded without
any tagging to prevent any alteration to their behavior and
interactions.

B. Results

We compared our method to the one previously developed
by Giancardo et. al.[3]. We used both trackers on the same
datasets and we evaluated their results using the ground truth,
counting the number of mice-inversions observed in each
tracking.

TABLE I
TRACKING RESULTS AND COMPARISON WITH THE TRACKER OF
GIANCARDO ET AL. [3]. TOTAL NUMBER OF IDENTITY SWAPS IS

REPORTED FOR EACH EXPERIMENT AND EACH TRACKER.

Video Length Giancardo et al Sift Flow
Exp. 1 1:00:54 27 17
Exp. 2 1:09:07 45 23
Exp. 3 1:11:45 54 29
Exp. 4 1:15:32 49 21
Exp. 5 1:09:11 75 28
Exp. 6 1:05:39 14 8

The algorithm was implemented in Matlab R© 2016 running
almost in real time on an Intel R© Xeon R© core at 3.20 GHz.

The overall 6 hours 52 minutes 8 seconds of video was
tested on both trackers. The state of the art tracker had a total
of 264 swaps compared to 126 swaps for the proposed one,
which is about 50% less. On average, using the state of the
art tracker we observe a swap once in every 94 seconds, while
with the proposed tracker only once in every 196 seconds.

IV. CONCLUSION

Robust mice tracking is a challenging problem considering
that all mice look the same in shape and color. They tend
to touch each other or even pass above others’ body Reliable
automated mice tracking enables scientists to have experiments
that can last for days in order to have better insights about the
hidden unknown behavior patterns of mice that linger days to
exhibit and may not be observable in short term experiments.
Thermal cameras are easily available in the market and are
getting more affordable which is expected to be widely used
in different experiments. This algorithm works with thermal
data of the camera but as the algorithm is modular it can be
easily extended to be used with different cameras with small
changes in image acquisition section or for different animals
with small changes in detection part.
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